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I remember sitting in my Advanced Tax Law class, in law school, thinking, with astonishment,
many people really have no idea what they can deduct as business expenses. The IRS rewards
our lifestyle choices through its codification of the tax laws. I have made it my mission to bring
this type of knowledge to the forefront for entrepreneurs, self-employed and business owners
alike.

"Martin Hearson's debut is masterful. Imposing Standards rests on extensive and prolonged
fieldwork, providing an analysis that could only be produced by an author who has developed
unrivalled expertise through an engagement with his topic over many years."-- Duncan Wigan,
Copenhagen Business School, co-editor Global Wealth Chains"Imposing Standards is
excellent, a must-read that establishes why taxes and the international institutions we have built
to coordinate them are key to the persistence of economic inequality among countries."-- Allison
Christians, McGill University"If rich countries increasingly worry about raising tax in a globalized
world economy, what about poor countries? Martin Hearson's brilliant book examines how it is
not so much the power of capital but the power of ideas propagated by experts that leads the
governments of developing states to needlessly sacrifice desperately needed tax revenue."--
Jason Sharman, University of Cambridge"The remarkably rigorous analysis in this book
provides powerful arguments for low-income countries to critically reexamine the multitude of
bilateral tax treaties with advanced economies. These one-sided vestiges of the colonial era
carry heavy costs for low-income countries in terms of lost tax revenue; their ability to attract
investment remains a mirage. A must read for policy makers and researchers."-- Léonce
Ndikumana, University of Massachusetts, Amherst"This eye-opening book is a must read for
international tax policy makers, politicians, treaty negotiators, tax administrations, academics,
and officials in other government departments that set investment policies relevant to tax
treaties."-- Annet Wanyana Oguttu, Department of Taxation, University of Pretoria --This text
refers to the paperback edition.Review"This eye-opening book is a must read for international
tax policy makers, politicians, treaty negotiators, tax administrations, academics, and officials in
other government departments that set investment policies relevant to tax treaties."-- Annet
Wanyana Oguttu, Department of Taxation, University of Pretoria --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorMartin Hearson is Research Fellow at the Institute of
Development Studies and International Tax Program Lead at the International Centre for Tax and
Development. Follow him on Twitter @martinhearson.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.Read more
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GREGORY PAUL SALMON, ESQ. PRESENTS:THE MORNING AFTER:OVER 100 ESSENTIAL
BUSINESS TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR ENTREPRENEURS & BUSINESS
OWNERS______________GREGORY PAUL SALMON, ESQ. PRESENTS:THE MORNING
AFTER:OVER 100 ESSENTIAL BUSINESS TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR ENTREPRENEURS &
BUSINESS OWNERS______________By: Gregory Paul Salmon, Esq.The Salmon Publishing
CompanyNew YorkCopyright © 2021 by Gregory Paul SalmonPublished by The Salmon
Publishing CompanyAll rights reserved.This book is not intended as a substitute for the legal,
tax or financial advice of a duly licensed and credentialed lawyer, CPA, or financial advisor. The
reader should regularly consult a lawyer, CPA, financial advisor or like professional in matters
relating to his/her personal finances. Reproduction or translation of any part of this work
beyondthat permitted by the United States Copyright Act without theexpress written permission
of the copyright owner is unlawful.Requests for permission should be addressed to the
PermissionDepartment, The Salmon Publishing Company.This publication is not designed to
provide accurate and authoritativeinformation regarding the subject matter covered. It is
soldwith the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in renderinglegal, accounting, or
other professional advice or services. If legaladvice or other expert assistance is required, the
services of acompetent professional person should be sought.Printed in the United States of
America1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10www.gregorysalmon.comCopyright © 2021 The Salmon Publishing
Company & EARNINGS & PROFITS LLC This book is dedicated to the memory of my late
father, Minturn George Salmon and my dearest mother, Patricia Ann Woody, who are devoted
parents, role models, and Christians. It is also dedicated to my children, Jayla-Mone Salmon,
Kyelin Riley-Salmon and Kyntrell Riley-Salmon. In recognition that the eternal love of my
children, strengthens me. --Love, Gregory Paul SalmonI dedicate this book, a fun and different
literary work to every reader in hopes that it finds a way to touch and inspire you. May you grow
in accomplishment, understanding that you are the rule, rather than the exception.In dedication,
I would be remiss not to mention that my audacity is meant to inspire, not to marginalize or
boast. I continue to recognize that I owe a debt of gratitude to everyone who has helped me
along my journey; you are the embodiment of my determination—for this book—as written
form.INTRODUCTIONI remember sitting in my Advanced Tax Law class, in law school, thinking,
with astonishment, many people really have no idea what they can deduct as business
expenses. The IRS rewards our lifestyle choices through its codification of the tax laws. I have
made it my mission to bring this type of knowledge to the forefront for entrepreneurs, self-
employed and business owners alike.You see, I have many titles, certifications, and degrees.
But most pointedly, I zero in on strategies and activities to gain and keep money. After all, I
became who I am to make money. My life is centered around creativity and currency. So, it is my
hope that this book will shed some light on how tax deductions can be used for your
business.So why should you even listen to me? Well, the answers are simple: First, the IRS



won’t tell you what deductions you’ve missed. Second, I’m smart . . . and rich! But I’m not just
smart in the ordinary sense. After reading this, I guarantee you will: keep more money,
exponentially more; but not like, I guarantee to the point that I’m going to offer you a refund.
Why? You guessed it because I’m smart. You’re catching on quick!DISCLAIMER:We have tried
to provide accurate information in this book; however, due to changing laws and interpretations
the accuracy of this book cannot be guaranteed. The matters discussed herein are purely
hypothetical and for informational and educational purposes only. Do not rely on the information
herein due to the ever-changing legal environment. Nothing in this book should be construed as
legal or financial advice, as although I am a lawyer, I am not your lawyer, unless I am. You
should obtain advice from a competent professional. Tax issues are complicated and vary
widely depending upon your personal situation, therefore it is imperative that you consult with a
licensed attorney, CPA (accountant) or other tax professional.ABOUT THE AUTHORGregory is
an accomplished attorney, author, community leader, and serial entrepreneur. He is the owner of
The Law Offices of Gregory Paul Salmon, P.C. Greg has helped scores of minority business
owners file legal entity paperwork, establish, and open business bank accounts and strengthen
their business acumen by providing coaching and mentorship. He has helped business owners
in a variety of industries such as, salons, fitness apparel companies, tech startups, real estate
companies, car dealerships, and more. He also gives back in a major way to area youth. Since,
2016, when he founded his firm, Greg established a scholarship fund aimed to help graduating
city of Rochester, high school minority students.During the pandemic, he partnered with ROC
Royal Foundation and the “Senior Fairies” Facebook group and awarded $5,000 in scholarships
to first-generation students!As a community leader, he prioritizes working with youth and often
serves as a motivational speaker covering topics about leadership, perseverance,
entrepreneurship, and academic attainment. He shares his story of overcoming challenges in his
book, From G.E.D. to Law Degree: A memoir on Hope and Triumph. That book covers his
experience growing up in poverty, educational challenges and experiencing fatherhood at a
young age. In 2020, he received the Up-and-Coming Attorney of The Year Award from the
Rochester Business Journal. And in 2021, he launched a bold campaign to fuel economic
development in his hometown, Rochester, New York. Sparked by the sheer desire to see
Rochester removed from the Top 10 Poorest Cities in America, he strived and successfully
helped file a minimum of one LLC or Corporation per day for the entire year, achieving 112 filings
in just 98 days when the campaign began. Wow!Over 100 Essential Business Tax
DeductionsAccountantsAccounting expenses, tax preparation, auditing and bookkeeping
expenses are business tax deductible.AdvertisingAdvertising expenses, all associated costs for
advertising such as materials, cards, brochures, social media promotions, internet, television,
cable, newspaper, radio, magazines, and webpages are business tax deductible. You can even
deduct direct marketing materials as well as pens, mugs, caps, t-shirts, and other promotional
items so long as they have your logo on them.ATM FeesAutomatic Teller Machine fees are
business tax deductible.AttorneysAttorney fees are business tax deductible. 
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Ryan VanAlstyne, “Excellent choice. It gets right to the point... No fluff!”

Brenda, “Very useful!. Very useful!”

The book by Gregory Salmon has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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